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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This is the second annual report of the Maine Vaccine Board (MVB). MVB
assessment collections commenced on November 15, 2011. Assessment compliance
by payers has been strong. The close of the 2011/12 fiscal year saw the MVB
beginning to advance from startup mode to more mature operations. The MVB has
now completed its first full year of operation.
At the core of the mission of MVB is the desire to reduce the occurrences of
vaccine preventable disease and increase the use of vaccines for Maine’s children.
This year has proven that goal a success as Maine’s childhood immunization levels
continue to rise.

State vaccine purchases with MVB funds and distribution to providers began
in January 2012. In order to provide a more representative overview, this report
contains data from both the fiscal year July 1, 2011 – June 30, 2012 and the
complete calendar year 2012. Key statistics are listed below:
Fiscal Year
7/1/20116/30/2012

Calendar Year
2012

Total Number of Payers:
88
Total Assessments Raised: $ 10,365,886.32
Average Monthly Child Covered Lives:
123,757
Number of board meetings:

10

81
$ 10,872,578.40
131,517
8

All Board meetings are accessible to the public and afford opportunity for
public comment. Both oral and written comments are welcome. Detailed
information about the MVB and its operations, including minutes of all board
meetings, are available at www.MEvaccine.org.

The Board will submit findings, recommendations, and updates in its next
annual report, due January 1, 2014 to the Joint Standing Committee of the
legislature having jurisdiction over health and human services matters.
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HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION OF THE MAINE VACCINE BOARD
The history and information regarding the Maine Vaccine Board can be found
on our website www.MEvaccine.org. An overview of MVB’s background, formation
and startup timeline through the end of 2012 is captured by a poster presentation
made to Maine’s Immunization Congress last fall. It is attached as Exhibit A.
THE VACCINE BOARD
The MVB was created by the 124th Legislature through the enactment of
Public Law 595. The law creating the Board took effect on August 2, 2010. The
Board held meetings during the 2011/12 fiscal year on 08-02-11, 09-06-11,10-1111, 11-01-11-12-06-11, 01-03-12, 02-07-12, 03-06-12, 03-21-12, and 06-05-12. The
Board consists of ten members: three representatives of health insurance carriers,
three representatives of providers in the state as nominated by statewide
associations of providers, a representative of employers who self-insure for health
coverage, a representative of the pharmaceutical manufacturing industry, and two
non-voting ex officio members, namely, the DHHS Commissioner (or designee) and
the State Treasurer (or designee). Peter M. Gore currently serves as Board
president. Lori Wolanski, Director of the Division of Infectious Disease, now serves
as the DHHS Commissioner’s designee and ex officio Board member. With the
exception of the pharmaceutical manufacturing industry representative, who serves
a one-year term, the term of all other Board appointees is three years.
SUMMARY OF PROGRAM PROGRESS
Vaccine supply for children eligible for free vaccines under the federal
Vaccine For Children (“VFC”) program continues, as before, to be managed by the
Maine CDC. These vaccines are funded by grants from the federal Centers for
Disease Control and Prevention (“federal CDC”) to the Maine CDC. Commencing
January 1, 2012, Maine CDC expanded its free vaccine supply to cover all children
(hence “universal”). Vaccines for non-VFC eligible children now are purchased by
the State of Maine with funds raised by MVB at the same favorable federal CDC
contract rates as the federal government has been able to negotiate with vaccine
manufacturers for the VFC program.

Knowing that the transition to the new vaccine supply system posed financial
risks to providers (moving from their privately purchased vaccine inventory for
which reimbursement would be sought from payers through medical claims process
to state supplied vaccine for which filing claims is prohibited by law), MVB took
several steps to mitigate the risk of loss for them. First, in cooperation with the
Maine CDC, communications alerted physicians, hospitals and others to the
transition dates, urging care in minimizing carry-over inventories. Second, MVB
urged payers to honor legitimate claims from providers with vaccines purchased by
the practice prior to the commencement of the MVB-funded supply notwithstanding
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the fact that payers already had started paying assessments for the new state
program. Finally, MVB allocated up to $400,000 to reimburse providers for denied
claims for such privately-purchase vaccines in inventory. These combined efforts
were successful. The final payouts made by MVB under its Provider Transitional
Loss Mitigation Program were under $1,100.

MVB imbedded the entire vaccine list in its initial rule-making. This required
public comment and rulemaking every year when the vaccine list is reviewed. We
have amended this rule so that changes to the vaccine list will receive public
comment, but the entire vaccine list is no longer imbedded in the regulation. In
addition we delineated the procedures for appeals of any MVB decision.

MVB has adopted two assessment rate changes since its formation. The first
was a rate reduction in response to early assessment collections which were better
than anticipated. The second, to be effective April 1, 2013, increases due to the fact
that MVB’s vaccine costs had been substantially lower than expected due to benefits
from the carryover supply during its startup year, as discussed above, and the
adjustment also account for two years of cost inflation. In the future assessment rate
changes should be driven primarily by adjustments for inflation and new vaccine
recommendations. Volatility from various one-time startup factors which have
impacted these early years should abate substantially.

Another project recently completed was to develop metrics for measurement
of the program’s effectiveness. As this work commenced, the board determined that
it wanted to report its favorable impacts conservatively and be sure that measures
were properly calibrated for Maine. The study of 2012 purchases, using these MVBspecified criteria, demonstrated that in 2012 the cost savings for Maine health
benefit payers was over 23% (see Exhibit B).

Thankfully, as reported by Maine CDC and confirmed by the federal CDC,
Maine now has successfully reversed the previous decreases in its childhood
immunization rates. This is particularly important given the multiplier effect of
childhood immunization dollars in reducing long term healthcare costs. As reported
in Exhibit C, experts estimate the long term financial cost reduction through disease
avoidance at over $10 for each $1 of childhood immunization costs. This cost
benefit to health care payers, of course, is in addition to the indirect benefits of
improved health, avoidance of loss of work, and so on.

On the compliance side, MVB has enjoyed positive results. To its knowledge,
only two payers presently are not participating. One is an out-of-state insurer
whose counsel apparently interprets the Maine law differently from the Maine
Office of Attorney General. That matter is under referral for enforcement. The other
is TRICARE, the federal program responsible for armed services beneficiaries.
KidsVax.org™ is working on behalf of MVB and other state programs to encourage
TRICARE leadership to bring the program into voluntary compliance. Recent
contacts are hopeful that this can be accomplished before the end of 2013 and that
resolution will also address TRICARE’s equitable share for past assessments.
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In addition to maintaining the website www.MEvaccine.org, the MVB has
provided outreach to help others know of our work. Last year MVB delivered a
poster presentation at Maine CDC’s annual infectious disease conference.
Information was also made available through Maine CDC’s various training
programs and through statewide professional newsletters.
Over the next year, MVB anticipates further work to identify and seek
compliance from any other organizations, presently unknown, which may not
presently be paying their full shares of applicable MVB assessments. It also will
continue to review vaccines which may be added to the program as they are
approved for the VFC program and to explore further opportunities for improving
MVB’s overall operations.
OUR THANKS
As MVB completes its startup activities, it is deeply grateful for the
remarkable support of its key constituents: payers, providers, and the Maine CDC.
It is grateful for the support of other state agencies which have facilitated its work
and looks forward to continuing to assist in improving childhood health in the State
of Maine. A special thanks goes to individual board members who have served
faithfully through MVB’s startup, the organizations for which they work which have
made their time (and often their firm’s data resources) available without charge to
the MVB, the staff of Maine CDC and the Office of Attorney General, all of whom have
been resourceful and diligent in supporting the board through its startup phase.
The remarkable results accomplished to date would not have been possible without
their individual and collective efforts.

Note: This report has been compiled by Fred L. Potter who serves the MVB as its servicing agent through a
turnkey Executive Director and Administrative Services Agreement with KidsVax.org™. Fred’s contact
information is below. He will be happy to respond to any questions this report may prompt.

Fred L. Potter • Managing Member

PO Box 1885 • Concord, NH 03302-1885
ph 1.855.KidsVax (543.7829)
cell 603.491.2389 | fax 1.855.KidsFax (543.7329)
email fpotter@KidsVax.org
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Exhibit A
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Exhibit B
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Exhibit C
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